
STORM FALCON HEAVY GUNSHIP…………………………………….290 POINTS 

The Storm Falcon is one of the rarest sights on the battlefields of the 41st Millennium. Commissioned in secret 

by the Grey Knights at the turn of M41 there are only 12 known to exist in the entire galaxy. Intended to 

provide local air superiority and on station heavy fire support, the Storm Falcon was conceived in the wake of 

the Graxian Disaster, M40.999.999, by Captain Laran Obon of the 7th brotherhood who were almost wiped out 

trying to escape that doomed world. Caught between daemonic hordes and mechanised traitor marines, the 

Brotherhood had no choice but to withdraw to their waiting transports. Captain Obon’s Storm Eagle was one 

of the first to lift off and reach altitude in time to watch the Black Legion strike. He was forced to watch 

impotently as lascannon fire plucked Storm Eagles and Storm Ravens carrying his brothers out of the sky. The 

Storm Eagles already in the air were ill-equipped to deal with ground targets and was forced to fall back under 

heavy fire. 

As the brotherhood rebuilt Obon set about redesigning the Storm Eagle’s weapon load out to make it better 

suited to supporting infantry on the ground, delivering a knockout blow to armour and the daemonic alike. 

Taking the standard Storm Eagle frame, the front armour was reinforced and the wings strengthened. The 

weapons load out was stripped and the turret from the Storm Raven equipped with twin-linked las cannon was 

integrated into the hull to provide cover against fast movers. The Vengeance missile pods were relocated 

under the wings to allow for air to ground targeting. The nose mount was reconfigured to allow for twin-linked 

las cannon. Hull mounts were added forward of the stabilizers to allow for las cannons or assault cannon to 

target ground and air targets. The power plant was upgraded at the cost troop capacity to cope with increased 

power output. The result was a fast moving heavy gunship that would offer the sons of Titan the protection 

they needed. His work completed Obon left Titan for the Eye of Terror to atone for his failures to his brothers 

and chapter.  

 

  BS Front Side Rear Hull Points 

Storm Falcon  4    13   12   12        3 

Unit Composition Wargear Options 

 1 Storm Falcon Heavy Gunship  Turret mounted twin-linked 
lascannons 

 Nose mounted twin-linked 

 A Storm Falcon may exchange its hull mounted 
lascannons for: 
Assault Cannon………………………………+40 points 

 A Storm Falcon may exchange its nose 
mounted twin-linked heavy bolters for: 
Twin-linked las cannons...................+60 points 

 A Storm Falcon may take any of the following 
upgrades: 
2 wing mounted Hellstrike Missles…+25 points 
Searchlight……………………………………….+1 point 
Extra Armour………………………………….+15 points 

Unit Type 

 Vehicle (Skimmer, Fast) 
 

heavy bolters 

 Wing mounted twin-linked 
Vengeance Missile Launchers 

Access Points 

 The Storm Falcon has four access 
Points: one on each side and ramps 
at the front and rear. 

 Hull mounted twin-linked 
lascannons 

 Ceramite Plating 

Transport Capacity Special Rules Vengeance Launchers 

 The Storm Falcon has a transport 
Capacity for 15 models 

 Deep Strike 

 Assault Vehicle 

The Vengeance Launcher is a multi chambered 
rocket battery with the following profile: 

(Terminators and Jump Infantry  Power of the Machine Spirit (see 
Weapon                        Range  Str  AP  Special 
Vengeance Launcher     48”      5    4    Heavy 2, 
                                                                   Large Blast 

count as two models each). 
 

Codex Space Marines) 

 Strengthened Hull* 

 On Station** 
*Strengthened Hull – the reinforced hull grants the Storm Falcon an extra point of armour to the front – included in its profile. 
**On Station – the Storm Falcon’s primary role is to provide close air support as such its pilots are trained to react with lightning speed to 
any and all threats. The Storm Falcon always counts as moving when fired upon. 
A Storm Falcon may be taken as a fast attack choice for a Grey Knights army. 

 

 
 


